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Asking the Big Questions group to discuss feminism
Summary: Asking the Big Questions discussion group addresses significant issues facing our world and community.
(September 11, 2009)-Join the campus/community discussion Asking the Big Questions as the group concludes a
yearlong exploration of women's issues and looks at the future of feminism. Everyone is welcome to attend. 
Social time with snacks and refreshments begins at 6 p.m. 
Discussion starts at 6:30 pm. The gathering is held in the McGinnis Room in the lower level of the Rodney A. Briggs
Library.
Optional April readings are available through Briggs Library Electronic Reserves.
The Asking the Big Questions group discusses significant issues that affect our world and our community, and explores
who we are as human beings. In its inaugural year, the club explored the topic of sustainability and climate change. This
year, Asking the Big Questions has discussed topics and issues related to women and gender. 
Asking the Big Questions is sponsored by Briggs Library, the Commission on Women, and the Office of Sustainability.
For more information contact Peter Bremer 
Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow
intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable
educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility
in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.
